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As with
w
other doc
cuments thatt are part of the
t
Regional Plan Initiativ
ve
Pack
kage, the purpose of
o
this document is to provid
de
recommendations and inform
m decision-ma
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ed in the TRP
PA
Regional Plan Update (RPU), Lake
e Tahoe Environmenta
al
Imprrovement Program
P
(EIP), and the related planning an
nd
implementation efforts of Tahoe’s
T
local governmen
nts.
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Regulatory
•
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R
s
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R
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eas

•
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D
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D

Redevelopmentt
•

Provide Regional
R
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ves and Assisttance
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Improve Local Redeve
elopment Ass
sistance

•

Coordinate District Grreen Infrastru
ucture Investtment

Addiitional financ
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ntally beneffiting redeve
elopment an
nd
reinv
vestment. Finally,
F
we present and urge
u
your co
onsideration of
o
using an EcoDis
strict approac
ch to further facilitate redevelopmen
r
nt
and water quality
y improvements into one program. Ou
ur suggestion
ns
for the EcoDistric
ct approach can
c
be found,, starting on page
p
57.
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CIPAL
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
I. Introduction
This report presents a summary of the analysis of the financial feasibility of
redevelopment projects to determine the financial impact current regulations and incentives have
on project financial feasibility in the Lake Tahoe Basin. For the purposes of this effort, the
analysis was developed as an update of the previous financial feasibility analysis prepared for
two case studies in the Lake Tahoe Basin (see Section II. Background below). This updated
analysis is intended to help better understand the projected financial feasibility of the subject
case studies and challenges facing commercial and residential revitalization and reinvestment
opportunities in the urbanized areas of the Lake Tahoe Basin. The report summarizes existing
conditions and the potential benefits of implementing the subject case study projects. Also
examined in this report are conclusions from the financial analysis, policy and project
considerations, and recommendations.

II. Background
During the Lake Tahoe Place-Based Planning process, a component of Pathway 2007
and the Regional Plan Update, an economic analysis of three case studies was completed in
March 2007 – one in each of the three Place-Based planning sub-regions (Placer County,
Washoe County, and South Lake Tahoe, encompassing Douglas and El Dorado Counties). The
initial case studies focused on the impact local codes would have on potential redevelopment
projects. They were intended to specifically address restrictions imposed on the implementation
of redevelopment projects which met the environmental goals of the Basin and the design
elements desired by the local community.
As part of the Regional Plan Initiative (RPI), two of the three case studies (Kings Beach and
South Lake Tahoe) were updated with more focus on financial feasibility, the identification of any
potential financing shortfall (“gap”), and suggested recommendations to try and close the
identified “gap”. The updated analysis included modifying the development program of these two
previous subject case studies in an attempt to achieve financial feasibility.
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OBJECTIVES OF CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
III. Objectives
The overall objective of updating the subject case studies was to gain a better
understanding of challenges in existing and projected real estate market conditions, and the
combination of TRPA regional and local government codes on the feasibility of implementing
high quality redevelopment or infill development projects. Such projects are those that reflect the
values of the local community and provide a net environmental benefit. Investment in existing
sites currently demonstrating poor environmental and/or economic performance can produce a
“net gain” by reducing environmental impacts of the site and revitalizing its economic
performance.

Specifically, the objectives of this updated economic analysis effort were to: 1) update the
development pro-formas prepared for the two previous case studies (Kings Beach and South
Lake Tahoe) in March 2007, based on updated real estate market conditions, development
costs, sales and rental rates, and other assumptions; and 2) prepare alternative development
program assumptions including incorporation of new factors affecting the pro-formas such as
green building features, streetscape improvements, affordable workforce (employee) housing,
other building types, parking alternatives, etc.; and 3) identify potential solutions to address any
identified financing shortfall (“gap”) of the subject case studies.

IV. Existing Conditions
This section describes the existing conditions of the Kings Beach and South Lake Tahoe
case study sites. Of particular interest related to the initial financial feasibility analysis of the two
case studies in March 2007 was:
1.

Existing site coverage (square feet of coverage of existing buildings and covered

surfaces, i.e. pavement). Reducing coverage (and/or incorporating water quality improvements)
has been identified as a significant strategy to achieve improved water quality in the Lake Tahoe
Basin.
2.

Floor-to-Area Ratio (FAR) because FAR is a standard statistic for measuring

density or the efficiency at which land is being used; the higher the FAR value, the more efficient
7

land is being used in comparison with the total building footprint area of a structure (or building
footprint for a one-story building).
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EXISTTING CONDITION
O
NS – CASE
A
STU
UDY SIT
TES
A. Kings Beach

The Kings Beach pro
oject site is situated
s
in th
he commerciial core of do
owntown Kin
ngs Beach, which
w
is identifiied as a high priority redevelopment area byy Placer Co
ounty.

The
e site is in close

proximity to Lake Tah
hoe, raising the importan
nce of effecttive water qu
uality controll.

The site in Kings Be
each currently has 64% coverage. Paved
P
surfa
aces on the site take up
p over
19,000 sq
quare feet, almost
a
three
e times the building covverage (at 6,906
6
square
e feet). Therre are
currently no water quality
q
impro
ovements on
n the site, which
w
is comprised of older, some
ewhat
ed buildings. Two of the
e buildings fa
ace the stre
eet (State Highway 28) and
a provide what
dilapidate
could be considered “functional”” retail. The
e remaining buildings provide little commercial/retail
a are not oriented
o
tow
ward the street.
function and
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Table 1: Existing Conditions
C
s – Kings Beach
B
Case Study
_________
_____________
____________
_____________
____________
_____________
_____________
____________
______

Existing Sitte Area

40,470 SF

Existing Sitte Coverage
Bu
uilding

6,906 SF

Pa
aving

19,064 SF

To
otal

25,970 SF

Pe
ercentage

64%
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B. South Lake Tahoe

hoe site occupies two blocks
b
bisectted by an alleyway. Currently the site
s is
The Soutth Lake Tah
heavily co
overed at 71
1% (average
e of the two sites) with over
o
136,00
00 square feet of paved area,
no water quality improvements and
a
older bu
uildings currrently underr-utilized. Th
he site is in close
0 in the com
mmercial core
e of South Lake Tahoe.
proximity to the Lake, just acrosss Highway 50
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Table 2: Existing Conditions
C
s – South Lake
L
Tahoe
e Case Stu
udy
_________
_____________
____________
_____________
____________
_____________
_____________
____________
______
Existing Siite Area
Blo
ock 1

162,000 SF (3.72 A)

Blo
ock 2

144,000 SF (3.30 A)

To
otal

306,000 SF (7.02 A)

Existing Siite Coverage
Blo
ock 1

77.1%
Building
g

39,300 SF (0.24 FAR)

Paving

85,600 SF
124,900 SF
64%

Blo
ock 2
g
Building

41,640 SF (0.2
29 FAR)

Paving

50,580 SF
92,220 SF

Ovverall Percenttage

71%
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CASE STUDY DEVELO
OPMENT
T PLAN AND
A
PRO
OGRAM CONCEP
PTS
V. Development Plan Concepts
Th
his section presents in
nformation re
egarding the developm
ment program
m for each case
study site
e and relate
ed changes in site cove
erage and Floor-Area-R
F
Ratio (FAR) which potentially
contribute
e to the des
sired “net gain” outcom
me of redeve
elopment an
nd/or infill developmentt. The
case studies analyz
zed in Marcch 2007 re
eflected som
me changess to local codes,
c
but not
n to
any TRPA
A codes. Th
his was inten
ntional in order to demo
onstrate the extent local codes impacted
the financial feasibility of development. The case stud
dy developm
ment progra
ams assume
ed: 1)
uirements re
elated to pottential joint use/shared
u
p
parking
solu
utions; 2) posssible
modified parking requ
ublic street rights
r
of wayy to accomm
modate requ
uired parking
g; and 3) mo
ore flexibilityy with
use of pu
building setbacks
s
to create
c
an urban edge along public street
s
rights-of-way.

A. Kings Beach

The King
gs Beach case
c
study developme
ent program
m includes retail and residential uses
(fractiona
al ownership
p units). The
e updated development
d
t pro-forma (see Attachm
ment A) is based
b
on modifications to th
he initial case study deve
elopment pla
an (March 2007)
2
as an attempt
a
to trry and
13

improve the
t overall projected
p
ecconomics and financial feasibility
f
of the case study develop
pment
program. The modific
cations inclu
uded an incre
ease in the number
n
of proposed
p
fracctional owne
ership
m 10 to 20 units (an add
ditional forty (40) fraction
nal ownership units). Th
his translate
es into
units from
an additio
onal 10,000 square feett of building area in a third floor to the new build
ding. In add
dition,
the modiffied development plan and program includes LE
EED certifica
ation enhanccements.

The upda
ated development pro-fforma takess into accou
unt the pote
ential effect of the addiitional
residentia
al units (frac
ctional owne
ership units) on construcction costs, indirect costts (design, permit
p
fees, inte
erest, marketting etc.), an
nd revenue and
a project profitability
p
a
associated
w the incre
with
eased
building square
s
foota
age. Howevver the estim
mated projecct profitability does not take
t
into acccount
likely cha
anges that would
w
furtherr need to occcur in the development
d
t plan to me
eet existing TRPA
T
and local government codes.

The follow
wing is a pa
artial list of isssues related
d to the mod
dified develo
opment plan
n and progra
am for
the Kingss Beach case
e study.
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1. To accommodate the additional ten (10) residential units would require additional
parking. Due to the size of the case study site, any additional on-site parking might have to be in
either above-ground or below ground structures which would be very cost prohibitive.

2. To accommodate the additional ten (10) residential units (fractional ownership units)
would require an additional floor to the proposed new building. Current codes do not allow such
additional building height, therefore there would need to be either a modification to, or a variance
from the existing code to accommodate the additional floor.

3. If permitted, an additional floor to existing building could also accommodate larger units
by utilizing roof spaces for a second level in the additional third-floor units. This would increase
saleable square footage at a relatively inexpensive cost, and increase the marketability of the
residential product.

4. The proposed additional residential square footage could be wholly-owned units (e.g.
condominiums) instead of fractional ownership units, if permitted by existing zoning.

This

approach could: a) lower the project sales risk with only ten (10 units to be sold instead of 40
fractional ownership units); b) lower the overall estimated sales commissions from 12% to 6%;
and c) lower estimated indirect costs by not having to furnish the units. However, the market risk
would be the practical ability to sell upper end priced units above commercial space fronting on
State Highway 28.

5. The initial baseline assumptions were that there were already existing TAUs to
accommodate the fractional ownership units.

The additional ten (10) residential units (40

fractional ownership units) would require purchase of ten (10) TAUs which could become cost
prohibitive due to the likely purchase price of approximately $650,000 (10 units @ $65,000 per
unit).

6. Additional commercial square footage as an alternative to additional residential square
footage could potentially increase the estimated project profitability but it would increase the
developable footprint (increased site coverage) and required parking.
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Table 3: Program Description – Kings Beach Case Study
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Building Area
Existing Commercial (Retained/Rehabilitated)

2,500 SF

New Commercial

10,000 SF

Fractional Ownership

20,000 SF

Total

32,500 SF

Parking

30 spaces

The revised Kings Beach case study development program still reduces site coverage by 15.3%
and incorporates built-in water quality improvements. The proposed new buildings face the street
front and blend in with the restored historic buildings to encourage a pedestrian-oriented
commercial area with parking to the rear.

Table 4: Net Gain Data – Kings Beach Case Study
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Existing

New

Net

Floor-Area-Ratio

0.17

0.80

470%

Site Coverage

64%

48.7%

(15.3%)

Trees

8

16

8

BMP Acres

0

0.10

0.10
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Kings Beach Design Features:
Multi-Use Right of Way
•
•
•
•
•

Shared parking with permeable surfaces
Bio-swales
Ground water infiltration and conveyance to BMPs
Trees and traffic calming
Sidewalks

Restores Historic Buildings
•
•

Two commercial buildings restored
Commercial tenants

BMPs
•
•

Bio-swales
Area-wide water quality improvements

Commercial Uses/Accommodations
•
•
•

Walking edge along street
Green Construction
Shared Parking

Mixed-mode street
•
•
•

Bike Lanes
Sidewalks with lighting
Transit – bus shelters

Note: Potential area-wide approach to water quality improvements. It is evident that a solution of
this nature would require significant collaboration between local government, TRPA, the
developer and multiple property owners.
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B. South Lake Tahoe

The Sou
uth Lake Tahoe
T
casse study development
d
t program includes retail,
r
resid
dential
(condomiiniums) and fractional ownership
o
usses. The updated deve
elopment prro-forma is based
b
on modifications to th
he initial case study deve
elopment pla
an (March 2007)
2
as an attempt
a
to trry and
t overall projected
p
ecconomics and financial feasibility
f
of the case study develop
pment
improve the
program. In addition
n, the modiffied develop
pment plan and
a
program
m includes LEED
L
certificcation
ments.
enhancem

The updated develo
opment pro
o-forma (see
e Attachment “B”) reflects the ellimination of
o the
previouslyy proposed 15,000 squ
uare feet off office com
mmercial spa
ace and rep
placing it with an
additional 18,800 squ
uare feet of residential (one-bedroo
(
m units). Th
he additiona
al residential units
ned (condom
miniums) as these
t
are po
otentially mo
ore profitable
e, as a result of a
would be wholly-own
lower sales commiss
sion, as com
mpared to fra
actional own
nership unitss; wholly-ow
wned units do
d not
b furnished prior to sale
e; and whollly owned un
nits contributte to the term
minal valuation of
need to be
the prope
erty management busine
ess. The addition of these units resu
ults in the sa
ame basic sq
quare
18

footage as
a the previo
ously propossed office co
ommercial sp
pace, so no major site plan
p
modifica
ations
are factored into the
e developme
ent pro-forma analysis. Also, beca
ause of this modification
n, the
he previouslyy proposed office comm
mercial spacce would now be used in the
acreage related to th
al units/acre calculation as outlined in the project summaryy and would yield a denssity of
residentia
approxim
mately 21.2 units per acre
e.
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Table 5: Program Description – South Lake Tahoe
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Building Area
Retail

15,000 SF

Office

0 SF

Townhouses (Condominiums)

93,600 SF

Townhouses (Fractional Ownership)

33,600 SF

Total

142,200 SF

Parking (Retail)

50 spaces

The South Lake Tahoe case study site was assumed to have included fifty (50) Residential Unit
Equivalents (RUEs) on-site for transfer to the new project, in addition to 45,120 square feet of
excess CFA (see Section VII). It was assumed that the fifty existing RUEs would be allocated to
the fifty largest residential units associated with the proposed development program, so that the
excess CFA could lessen the number of required RUEs for the project. The excess CFA was
utilized as per the TRPA Conversion Table outlined below and was converted into twelve (12)
two-bedroom and thirty-eight (38) one-bedroom units, respectively. The additional fourteen (14)
RUEs required to complete the project would need to be purchased on the open market at an
estimated cost of approximately $45,000 per unit or a total cost of approximately $630,000,
based on information from Feldman Shaw LLP. Overall, the ability to convert excess CFA into
RUE/TAUs is a significant benefit as it eliminates the need for the project developer to purchase
50 RUE on the open market at a cost of $2,250,000 (based on estimated cost of $45,000 per
RUE).

Modifying the proposed development plan and program by increasing the number of residential
units (condominium units) may not help the economic feasibility of the project because the added
cost of purchasing RUEs or TAUs could substantially diminish the developers margin per unit to
20

the point where developing additional residential units would not justify the market risk related to
sale of such units.

Additionally, building more residential units might require the project to

increase in building height for some of the buildings. If the project building heights were to
exceed two to three stories it is likely that Type 5 (wood frame) construction may not be feasible
and construction with post tension concrete or steel beams might be necessary. If so, this would
greatly increase projected hard construction costs which already account for over forty-percent
(40%) of the estimated total development cost of the project.

The modified South Lake Tahoe case study development plan and program still substantially
reduces

site

coverage

while

increasing

the

floor-area-ratio

(FAR)

with

street-front

commercial/retail, and a combination of permanent retail, residential (condominium units) and
fractional/visitor accommodation units. The modified case study development program also
features built-in water quality improvements.

Table 6: Net Gain Data – South Lake Tahoe Case Study
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Existing

New

Net

Floor-Area-Ratio

0.26

0.47

81%

Site Coverage

71%

43%

(27.8%)

Trees

50

71

21

BMP Acres

0.00

0.78

0.78
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South Lake Tahoe Design Features:

Multi-Use Right of Way
•
•
•
•
•

Shared parking with permeable surfaces
Bio-swales
Ground water infiltration and conveyance to BMPs
Trees and traffic calming
Sidewalks

Residential/Accommodations
•
•
•

Small alleys with tuck-under parking
Townhomes/Cabins
Green Construction

Commercial Uses
•
•
•

Walking edge along street
Green Construction
Shared Parking

Transit
•
•

Bike Lanes
Sidewalks

BMPs
•
•

Bio-swales
Area-wide water quality improvements
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
VI. Financial Analysis
The updated economic analysis for the Kings Beach and South Lake Tahoe subject
case studies was prepared by C.R. Russell, Senior Project Manager with Vail Resorts
Development Company. The updated development pro-forma for each case study includes
program description, estimated development cost (including specific cost assumptions),
estimated lease income and/or sales proceeds as applicable, and estimated project value
(profitability). The updated development pro-formas are included as Attachments “A” and “B” to
this report.

The estimated project value (profitability) is presented for the subject projects under existing
TRPA and local government codes and with modifications to existing TRPA and local
government codes as indicated into Section V. For the purposes of assessing estimated project
profitability, the targeted developer return-on-cost threshold was 20%.

This threshold was

arrived at following extensive discussions with experienced project developers, lenders, and
comparisons with similar resort communities.
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FINDINGS
VII. Overall Findings
The general findings of the updated development pro-forma information for both the Kings
Beach and South Lake Tahoe case studies dated July 7, 2009 are listed below. In general, both
of the subject case studies are financially challenged and do not yield net project value sufficient
to achieve targeted developer return-on-cost thresholds.

A1. High Development Costs

- The largest challenge facing the subject case

studies in terms of achieving financial feasibility is the extent of the estimated total development
costs due to various factors including, but not limited to the following:
•

Higher than normal land acquisition/value costs, even in this current economic

downturn, due primarily to proposed acquisition of properties with existing income
producing uses (commercial) and the relatively small size of the case study sites (higher
per acre/square foot cost)
•

Higher than normal predevelopment (entitlement) costs due to the existing

complex and layered environmental review and project approval process of TRPA and
applicable local government entity; this increases the estimated predevelopment costs
due to the extensive time and effort required to pursue approval of proposed projects
•

Higher than normal direct construction costs due in part to expectations

regarding the quality of design and materials, including inclusion of LEED certification
enhancements, which could increase direct construction costs by approximately 3% and
indirect costs (architecture/engineering) by approximately 10%
•

Lack of cost efficiency for development related costs such as off-site

infrastructure, water quality/environmental enhancements (BMPs), etc. due to smaller
scale of projects and no current district approach to such improvements; this situation
results in high costs associated with such improvements.

A2. Lack of Adequate Net Project Value

- Neither case study provides

for an estimated net project value that achieves the targeted developer profitability factor of 20%
24

return-on-cost, even with the development plan and code modifications described in Section V.
For the Kings Beach case study the estimated net project value only provides a projected
developer return-on-cost of approximately 6% and would require approximately $1.9 million of
financing assistance to achieve the targeted economic feasibility. For the South Lake Tahoe
case study, the estimated net project value results in a negative 5% projected developer returnon-cost and would require approximately $19.5 million of financing assistance.

A3. Factors to Help Financial Feasibility – The updated analysis of the
two subject case studies indicate that certain factors could assist in potentially increasing the
economic productivity of proposed mixed-use or infill development. Such factors include: a)
increase in allowable density in appropriate areas; b) increase in allowable building heights in
appropriate areas; c) modified parking standards to allow joint use/shared parking, use of
existing street right-of-way for on-street parking to meet portion of required parking; d)
installation of infrastructure, transportation and water quality/environmental improvements on a
district basis. Height and density regulations need to be made more predictable and mapped
based on context, design and environmental performance.

B. Financial Subsidy (GAP)
Based on the development pro-formas for the Kings Beach and South Lake Tahoe case
studies (including the stated underlying assumptions) the projected financial subsidy to make
the subject projects economically feasible would be as follows:

Kings Beach – approximately $2.6 million or 26.4% of the estimated total development cost
under current TRPA and local government codes; and approximately $1.9 million or 14.0% of
the estimated total development cost with modifications to the current TRPA and local
government codes and development program as described above in Section V.A.

South Lake Tahoe – approximately $22.9 million or 29.0% of the estimated total
development cost under current TRPA and local government codes; and approximately $19.5
million or 24.8% of the estimated total development cost with modifications to the current TRPA
and local government codes and development program as described in Section V.B.
As indicated, the potential effect of being able to develop the subject case studies with
modifications to the current TRPA and local government codes (and development program as
25

described in Sections V.A. and V.B.) is to reduce the required amount of financial subsidy by
approximately 15% to 26%.
Looking at the same figures in another way - to facilitate $100 million of private investment
would require approximately $14 to $26 million in financial subsidy for prospective
developments similar in nature to the Kings Beach case study; and approximately $25 to $29
million in financial subsidy for prospective developments similar in nature to the South Lake
Tahoe case study.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
VIII. Recommendations
TRPA and local governments within the Basin have available a variety of tools and best
practice capabilities that can contribute to the financial performance of proposed projects that
deliver tangible environmental benefits. Unless TRPA and the local governments in the Basin
collaboratively identify and implement actions intended to increase the potential financial
feasibility of proposed development, it will be extremely difficult to attract private capital
investment in the existing urbanized areas of the Basin. The lack of private investment in these
areas will jeopardize the achievement of mandated water quality standards and other
environmental improvements.

The recommended actions are intended to help improve the financial performance of proposed
mixed-use or infill development as indicated under each subsection below.

Overall, the

recommended actions address potential reduction of cost items that collectively constitute
approximately 20% to 25% of the estimated total development costs of the subject case study
projects; and potential increase in economic productivity, which could help reduce required
financial subsidy by 15% to 26%.

One of the overall recommendations that will assist with policy, planning, regulatory,
redevelopment and finance for PTOD implementation in priority redevelopment areas is the
creation of an EcoDistrict Program for the Basin, focused on the implementation of high
performing neighborhoods.

This concept is outlined in section IX at the conclusion of this

report.

Policy and Planning Actions
The recommended policy and planning actions listed below could help improve the financial
performance of mixed-use or infill development by: 1) potentially reducing the need (cost) of
acquiring additional commodities (e.g. TAUs, RUEs, etc.); and 2) providing more certainty in the
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land use entitlement process (potentially reducing predevelopment/entitlement costs which
constitute 3% to 4% of the estimated total development costs of the case study projects).

P1.

Establish Tools for Successful Redevelopment

TRPA should incorporate into the Regional Plan Update a transect based zoning system
which would apply different standards for targeted development including:

A. Manage Parking
Introduce parking standards to encourage shared parking, parking structures, etc. in
community plan areas (T4/T5).

B. Allocate Incentives Based on Location and Environmental
Performance
CFA, TAUs and Bonus Units should be awarded to projects that qualify under the
special projects program as follows: a) transfer of existing CFA at a ratio of 1:1; and b)
transfer of existing TAUs and RUs from sensitive land as a matching development right
at a ratio of 1:1

C. Establish Transfer of Commodities based on Square Footage
Commodities should be able to be transferred or exchanged based on a square footage
basis based on a preliminary unit of use conversion table as follows:
Commercial

300

=

One (1) TAU; no kitchen

Commercial

600

=

One (1) TAU/bedroom; kitchen; TAU/each additional

Commercial

300

=

One (1) bedroom

Commercial

1500

=

One (1) Residential Unit/3-bedroom

Commercial

1200

=

One (1) Residential Unit/2-bedroom

Commercial

900

=

One (1) Residential Unit/1-bedroom

Commercial

600

=

One (1) Residential Unit/studio
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; one (1) B & B bedroom

P2.

Develop Detailed Corridor Plans for PTOD

Concurrent with the Regional Plan Update, local governments (including local
redevelopment agencies), should designate specific areas/nodes along commercial
corridors within existing urbanized areas for future mixed-use or infill development. This
could be accomplished in the context of detailed corridor plans with strategies for
redeveloping existing underutilized commercial uses, transitioning such areas to mixeduse or infill development centers, and identifying/achieving the type of financially realistic
proposed uses.

The national mainstreet program 4 step framework of economic

restructuring, promotion, design, and organization would help implement the needed
physical changes and management to ensure successful implementation.

P3.

Create New Mixed Use Zones

In the context of such corridor plans, local governments in the Basin, in conjunction with
TRPA, should establish codes and standards that would support development in the
designated mixed-use or infill development areas/nodes. This could include establishing
new simplified mixed-use district zoning designations with varying focuses, e.g.
commercial mixed-use, residential mixed-use, employment mixed-use, etc.

Regulatory Actions
The recommended regulatory actions (Recommendations 1 and 2) listed below could help
improve the financial performance of mixed-use or infill development by increasing the
economic productivity through increased allowable density, additional building height, etc. As
indicated in the subject case study development pro-formas, modifications to the existing TRPA
and local government codes could help reduce the required financial subsidy by approximately
15%

to

26%.

Recommendation

P3

could

help

reduce

the

estimated

cost

of

predevelopment/entitlement activities. This recommendation addresses approximately 3% to
4% of the estimated total development costs of the subject case studies.
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R1.

Create Shared, Reduced & Maximum Parking

Requirements
Local governments, in collaboration with the Regional Plan Update, should establish
parking standards that help facilitate desired mixed-use or infill development by reducing
requirements for certain uses/product types, reducing requirements for joint use/shared
parking solutions, using a district-approach to required parking, and providing for the use
of on-street parking to satisfy certain portion of on-site parking requirements.

R2.

Create Focused TDR Receiving Areas

TRPA should modify its Code of Ordinances to permit: a) increased allowable density
(for example, increase of five (5) units per acre); b) increased allowable building height
in the appropriate context of the subject area (for example, increasing to three (3) to four
(4) stories with usable area under the roof structure); c) include the BMP area in the
calculation of allowable density for projects that provide for improved water quality, air
quality, transit use, affordable (workforce) housing, economic development and other
types of desired benefits.

R3.

Create a Streamlined Process for District PTOD

Redevelopment
TRPA and local governments within the Basin should improve the existing project
approval/entitlement process by establishing an streamlined process with a maximum
stipulated period for review (approve/disapprove) of proposed mixed-use or infill
development consistent with approved community plans, master plans or redevelopment
plans and that deliver a “net gain”. It is recommended that this include establishing a
coordinated

(simplified)

single

development

application,

review/documentation process, and coordinated design review.
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environmental

Development/Redevelopment
The

recommended

development/redevelopment

actions

listed

below

(specifically

Recommendations D2 and D3) could help improve the financial performance of mixed-use or
infill development by potentially reducing estimated costs of land acquisition/assembly, off-site
public improvements, and water quality improvements.

These items collectively constitute

approximately 11% to 18% of the estimated total development costs of the subject case studies.

D1.

Provide

Regional

Housing

Incentives

and

Assistance
TRPA and local governments should coordinate efforts to address the Basin’s affordable
workforce housing needs. The focus of this effort should be to provide incentives (TPRA
and local government) and financial assistance (local governments) for such housing
within designated mixed-use or infill development areas - particularly transit nodes
where residents could rely on public transportation.

Potential affordable workforce

housing types could include for-sale and rental, first time home buyer, and live-work
(residential above a studio). As an example, live-work units could assist in corridor
transitions and provide opportunities for home-based businesses to evolve and grow.

D2.

Improve Local Redevelopment Assistance

In established redevelopment project areas, applicable local government should provide
assistance related to: a) acquisition and assembly of property in order to create sites
suitable for desired mixed-use or infill development, and potentially dispose of such sites
through sale or lease for private development potentially at below-market values; and/or
b) financial assistance for proposed projects in designated mixed-use or infill
development areas/nodes that provide for a “net gain” if such financing assistance is
determined to be necessary/warranted to make the proposed development financially
feasible.
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D3.

Coordinate

District

Green

Infrastructure

Investment
In designated mixed-use or infill development areas/nodes, TRPA and local
governments within the Basin should initiate a district-approach for installation of future
public infrastructure and environmental/water quality improvements (e.g. BMPs) through
land-secured improvement districts (e.g. Mello-Roos, Community Facility Districts) as a
means to facilitate desired development in such areas. This would assist in potentially
reducing the on/off-site improvement costs of future proposed development, as well as
providing a mechanism for on-going maintenance and management.

Financial Incentives
The recommended financial actions listed below could help improve the financial performance
of mixed-use or infill development by potentially reducing the estimated cost of off-site public
improvements, water quality improvements and building permit/development impact fees.
These items collectively constitute approximately 5% to 7% of the estimated total development
costs of the subject case study projects. In addition, the allocation of commodities such as
TAUs, RUEs etc., at a reduced rate, could help reduce costs to acquire such commodities which
could range from approximately $45,000 to $65,000 per unit.

F1.

Establish Partnerships for Funding/Project

Implementation
TRPA and local governments within the Basin should jointly pursue federal and state
funding (grants and loans) to assist in the cost of installing public infrastructure,
transportation, and water quality/environmental improvements to accommodate
redevelopment and revitalization activities in designated mixed-use or infill development
areas/nodes.
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F2.

Establish

Fee

Reductions

in

Priority

Redevelopment Areas
TRPA and local governments within the Basin should consider a reduction of building
and development impact fees for proposed development in designated mixed-use or infill
development that is consistent with adopted community plans, master plans or
redevelopment plans, as applicable.

F3.

Create Financial Incentives for District Storm

Water Treatment
For the Environmental Improvement Program (EIP), TRPA should establish criteria for
priority allocation of financing for funding water quality/environmental improvements
associated with proposed development in designated mixed-use or infill development
areas/nodes that provide water quality/environmental solutions on an area-wide or
district-approach (beyond the project site area).

F4.

Build a Public Allocation Pool for Special

Project Assistance
TRPA and/or local governments, as appropriate, should consider establishing a program
to acquire and allocate certain development allocations (e.g. TAUs, RUEs, etc.) at a
reduced rate as a financial contribution to proposed development in designated mixeduse or infill development areas/nodes that provides for improved water quality, air
quality, transit use, affordable (work force) housing, economic development and other
types of desired benefits.
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F5.

Coordinate

PTOD

Implementation

and

Management
TRPA and local governments within the Basin should continue to pursue the creation of
innovative financing approaches and mechanisms such as the financing model used in
co-housing, non-profit development corporations, Joint Powers Authority, Business
Improvement Districts, Tax Increment Finance Districts, Landscape and Lighting
Districts, etc.
These areas should be identified on the Regional Plan implementation maps and have
corresponding management tasks outlined in the Regional Plan Implementation Element
and corresponding Community Plans.
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ATTACHMENT A – KINGS BEACH PROJECT
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ATTACHMENT B – SOUTH LAKE TAHOE PROJECT
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CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS
1. The preliminary analysis contained in this document is based, in part, on data and
information from secondary sources. A. Plescia & Co. believes that these sources are
reliable; however, A. Plescia & Co. cannot guarantee the accuracy of such data and
information.

2. The preliminary analysis assumes that neither the local, regional or national economy will
experience a major recession. If an unforeseen change occurs in either the local, regional
or national economy the information contained in this document might not be valid.

3. The information contained in this preliminary analysis is based on economic considerations,
not political considerations. Therefore the preliminary information should not be construed
as a representation or opinion that any required governmental approvals would be secured
for any proposed development projects.

4. The preliminary information and analysis is based on informed judgment using the best
available market, business and economic data and information that reflects current real
estate market conditions as of the date of this preliminary analysis.

The preliminary

information and analysis should not be relied upon as sole input and basis for any final
business decisions regarding any proposed development projects.

5. Any preliminary estimated land values, construction costs, financing costs, lease rates, sales
income projections, etc. are based on the best available data and information as of the date
of this preliminary analysis. No warranty or representation either expressed or otherwise, is
made that these estimates would actually materialize.
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IX. SUPPLEMENTAL SUGGESTION:
A TAHOE ECODISTRICT APPROACH
A Tahoe EcoDistrict Approach: Implementing TMDL and Creating Energy
Efficient, High Performing Neighborhoods
Introduction
EcoDistricts are distinct neighborhoods that are highly energy and resource efficient. They
capture, manage, and reuse a majority of energy, water, and waste on site; they enhance
human health and wellbeing. The EcoDistrict approach provides a comprehensive framework
for project planning, implementation, and management for both environmental and community
improvement.

By reinvesting in high priority redevelopment areas and TMDL hotspots with district and
neighborhood scale coordination and design, there is an opportunity to further reduce fine
sediment and improve the clarity of Lake Tahoe. EcoDistricts will help achieve the Tahoe
Region’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction target (per SB 375), meet our water
clarity/environmental goals and Thresholds, and reposition the region as a leader in sustainable
development.

Lake Tahoe Community College leaders are already seeking funding to address district and
renewable energy solutions at a district scale.
EcoDistricts Explained
The EcoDistrict approach will help the Tahoe Basin increase its livability and prosperity, reach
its water quality and lake clarity Thresholds, reduce its ecological footprint, and improve human
and ecological health. EcoDistricts are focused around four core areas: buildings and
infrastructure, water quality, transportation, and community connectivity.
The Approach can be applied to:
•

New Redevelopment & Infill: Projects are master planned to exceed current standards
and performance metrics (building on the Community Enhancement Program (CEP) and
special projects programs)
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•

Existing Neighborhoods: Strategic investment in existing neighborhoods, districts, and
streets to improve their overall performance.

Creating a More Sustainable Built Environment in Tahoe with
Environmental Benefits
This proactive approach builds on the lessons learned from the CEP and the challenge of
implementation on a project scale.

These high performing neighborhoods also utilize innovative concepts such as green streets
combined with district energy solutions. The built environment -- buildings, roads, infrastructure,
and public spaces -- plays a significant role in a region’s ability to meet long-term sustainability
goals.

At Tahoe, the concept of thinking at a district scale is not new and has been successful in
creating stormwater management solutions for a variety of neighborhoods and community plan
areas. The Lake Tahoe Environmental Improvement Program (EIP) also requires both regional
thinking and district solutions to get effective projects on the ground.

By adding green

infrastructure and district/renewable energy solutions to the mix, Tahoe can move toward
integrated sustainability planning and implementation that combines and addresses the highest
standards required by the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact and adopted Thresholds, along
with more recent legislative direction regarding the need for global warming solutions, including
greenhouse gas reduction targets, and sustainable community strategies (e.g., California AB 32
and S.B. 375).

In model sustainable neighborhoods like Bed Zed in England; Bo01 in Malmo, Sweden;
Dockside in Victoria, BC; the Olympic Village in Whistler, BC; the Railyard Project in Truckee,
CA; and the Cohousing Project in Nevada City, CA, a new generation of integrated planning,
public policy, and investment strategies are being tested. In these examples, the communities
have supported public and private partnerships to exceed “business as usual” strategies and in
doing so, they have found measurable improvements in water quality, per capita utility costs,
greenhouse gas emissions, vehicle miles traveled, transportation mode splits, stormwater
quality, and social wellbeing.
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The proposed Tahoe EcoDistrict Program would be inspired by these next generation green
neighborhoods and would build on the Region’s existing efforts to enable and implement
stormwater districts, sustainable mobility, green building, climate protection, energy efficiency,
and green job creation. This integrated, comprehensive approach is more cost effective and
may be facilitated by many existing programs in the Basin; as listed elsewhere in this report.
EcoDistrict Objectives
•

Creates a regional scale ecological footprint and district level performance metrics

•

Supports the integration of building and district scale physical and social infrastructure

•

Encourages new regional policies and investments in district resource management

•

Creates robust local governance to guide environmental performance and district scale
investments

•

Stimulates district infrastructure investment through new utility relationships

•

Enables neighborhood-scale business investment in green and clean technologies

•

Promotes aggregation of community ecosystem services

•

Promotes livable, healthy and environmentally friendly neighborhoods

•

Creates receiving areas for TDRs

•

Works across multiple properties with multiple ownership

Outcomes
•

Water quality improvements in designated TMDL hotspots

•

Redevelopment that results in environmental regeneration through integrated solutions

•

Economic efficiencies from coordinating distributed infrastructure investments

•

Integrated systems that achieve exceptional environmental performance

•

Designed for resource capture (e.g. solar, water), maximum efficiency and resource reuse

EcoDistricts can provide even greater overall improvements to water quality and lake clarity and
reduce fine sediment and nutrient loads. First and foremost, they are models of efficient water
capture, use, and reuse.
district’s infrastructure.

Water catchment and greywater systems may be built into the

Landscaping may be designed to mimic pre-development ecosystem

services and allow for optimal infiltration and groundwater recharge.
treated to the highest levels.
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Stormwater runoff is

The proposed Tahoe EcoDistrict Program will serve as an economic development strategy. The
Program will spur the development of a green services industry in the region, while stimulating
local business and fostering unique public-private investment

and partnerships for

implementation. It will involve working collaboratively to utilize new innovations in renewable
energy, district solutions, community design, water quality, restoration, and redevelopment.

This is a proactive approach that involves working together in a collaborative fashion to utilize
new innovations in renewable energy, district solutions, community design, water quality,
restoration and redevelopment.

The approach described herein by Darin Dinsmore of Sustainable Community Strategies has
been developed to assist communities in California with sustainability implementation consistent
with the goals of the Strategic Growth Council and the State Office of Planning and Research.
Mr. Dinsmore is currently teaching this approach at three Universities, national conferences, the
USGCB Federal Forum and for California Office of Planning and Research (OPR) and Strategic
Growth Council staff (SGC).
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Rede
evelopment for
f both com
mmunity and
d environmental improve
ement should work to im
mplement
the Regional
R
Pllan goals as
a outlined below, spe
ecifically: prriority redevvelopment in TMDL
hotsp
pots, and th
he impleme
entation of urban environmental improvemen
nts with sustainably
desig
gned commu
unities, place
es and buildiings.
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